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By Edith Reynolds : Savin Rock Amusement Park (Postcard History Series)  you thought there was an escape 
from the brands didnt you you thought that somehow some way the interstellar regions of our universe werent polluted 
with port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and youll 
get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming Savin Rock Amusement Park (Postcard History Series): 

0 of 0 review helpful Interesting pre WW1 history of former Connecticut amusement area now gone By Lady 
Engineer Interesting history of Savin Rock focusing mainly on the golden years prior to WW1 with a little bit about 
prior to the hurricane of 38 I wish there were some pictures or maps of the post WW2 Era that I remember 0 of 0 
review helpful interesting with lots of good photos Savin Rock Amusement Park began to grow in the 1870s when 
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George Kelsey constructed a pier to extend ferry service between the opposite coastlines of New Haven Harbor This 
opened the door for further more sophisticateddevelopment of amusement attractions that drew fun seeking patrons 
from throughout southern New England The park thrived until the combination of affordable personal transportation 
and urban redevelopment forced its demise in the 1960s Today Savin About the Author Edith Reynolds a former 
reporter now owns the John Bale Book Company an antiquarian bookstore and edits Bookologist com a blog for 
online booksellers The Reynolds family home is only a few blocks down the beach from Savin Rock 
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